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now in a weak position for " taxing the foreigner "—in a much
weaker one than she was a century ago.
§ 10. The analysis conducted in the foregoing paragraphs
is different from that given in former editions of this book.
There, following Marshall, I conceived of country A as wield-
ing a demand function expressing various quantities of B
goods demanded at various prices in terms of A goods ; and
of B as wielding a reciprocal demand function expressing
various quantities of A goods demanded at various prices of
A goods in terms of B goods, together with a supply function,
with a definite mathematical relation to this, expressing the
various quantities of B goods offered at various prices of B
goods in terms of A goods. Writing 77, y and e for the elastici-
ties of A's demand, B's reciprocal demand and B's supply in
respect of the quantities traded in the absence of taxation,
we found that, when A imposes import or export taxes yielding
revenue R, the net contribution obtained from B is equal to
77  B or, since e is easily shown to be equal to ~(y + 1),1 to
Tj-e
1 This matter may be developed as follows. The elasticity e is the quotient
obtained by dividing a small proportionate change in the aggregate quantity
of linen supplied by the associated proportionate change in the quantity of
cloth offered per unit of linen. The elasticity of the foreign demand for cloth
in terms of linen, y, is not simply this fraction with the sign reversed. It is
the quotient obtained by dividing a small proportionate change in the aggre-
gate quantity of cloth demanded by the associated proportionate change in
the quantity of linen offered per unit of cloth : which is quite a different
thing. The difference, which is, of course, a consequence of the essential
asymmetry in the concept of elasticity, can be made clear in symbols. Let
b units of linen be offered against a units of cloth and let (6+A6) units of
linen be offered against (a + Aa) units of cloth. Then, the value of y (negatively
defined), when some specified quantity, say b units of linen, are being offered,
is given by the equation :
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Analogously, the elasticity of the supply of linen in terms of cloth (when
units of linen are being transferred), namely e, is given by the equation
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